For literacy this term we have been focusing on the introduction of our VCOP (Vocabulary, Connectives, Openers, Punctuation) activities in preparation for our “Big Write” sessions next term. We have been practising our kung fu punctuation moves, connective conundrums and establishing a WOW word display.

A lot of our literacy activities have also revolved around our Term One theme “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. We have read the book as a class novel and made our own Chocolate Rocky Road Fudgelicious. We have also written letters to Mr Willy Wonka to persuade him to make our sweet creations at his factory. As an end of term treat, we watched the DVD and created a venn diagram based on the similarities and differences between the book and the film.

Some of our Numeracy goals have included identifying odd and even numbers, addition using the split strategy method, recognising properties of 3D shapes, trading in addition and identifying analogue and digital quarter past and quarter to times.

We also had our annual athletic sport day (which Darnum won!) and many practice sessions leading up to the day.